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1 Introduction

The world economy associated with the constant development of competition, the introduction of new rapidly updated technologies and industries creates an ever-growing and changing demand for new types of competencies and forms of specialist training in the system of supplementary vocational education.

On December 29, 2014, Federal Law of the Russian Federation No. 473-FZ “On Priority Social and Economic Development Area (PSEDA) in the Russian Federation” was signed, the main purpose of which is the development of the Far East through the creation of PSEDA with many preferences [1].
On June 22, 2015, the Government of the Russian Federation issued Decree No. 614 “On the peculiarities of creating priority social and economic development areas in the territories of single-industry municipal formations of the Russian Federation, single-industry towns. This Decree is focused on addressing the key socioeconomic problems: an increase in the standard of living of single-industry settlements, on the territory of which more than 17 million people live, as of 2019.

The main goal of PSEDA is to attract investors and, as a result, avoid monodependence through creating new enterprises and production facilities.

When analyzing various literary sources reflecting the world experience in the training and retraining of specialists in supplementary vocational education systems, we determined that modelling is one of the key tools for building a model of the specialist demanded by industrial enterprises at PSEDA.

2 Subject and Methods of Research

As we know, modelling quite often is the basis for various scientific and experimental practices in building both theoretical and organizational-methodological factors for improving educational approaches and systems.

This method today is a learning tool in science, modelling is a method that studies individual, selected sides of the objects studied.

Of course, this is a way of studying rather than the object itself, but its model, which further analyses the modelling results (B.S. Gershunsky). By V.V. Kraevsky definition modelling is the reproduction of the characteristics of some object on another object specially created for studying them [1].

A model is a modelling tool and product resulting in an intelligent process. Using it the researcher in the studying process receives the necessary information characterizing the main object.

Our study present interesting author’s approaches to constructing specialist models and competencies in the theory of professional activity and work psychology (A.A. Derkach, E. A. Klimov, A. K. Markova, A. A. Verbitsky, N.V. Shestak and A.A. Dulzon) [2, 3, 4]. In our work, we also studied approaches in the field of model development [5].

The approaches are used for the educational practice of demanded by the PDA staff. Investigations are presented in the scholarly writings aimed at studying the staff professionalization problems: A.V. Novokreschenova, I.P. Marchenko, V.I. Gorb, T.D. Pshenichnikova, T.M. Mineeva, etc.

To implement the research plan, we chose a modelling method - reproduction of some characteristics of an object on another object (model) specially created for their study by V.V. Kraevsky. The modelling method helps to reproduce the integrity of the studied object, its structure, communications, functioning, to maintain this integrity at all stages of the study. Modelling the process of development of economic and managerial competencies of engineering bachelors involves the construction of a system that functions similarly to the process under study.
We agree with the opinion of E.I. Rudneva, who believes that the creation of a simplified model of the system is an effective means of verifying the completeness of theoretical concepts.

According to V.S. Bezrukova, the general principles of modelling any pedagogical acts are to place a person’s model in the centre paying attention to his personality traits and development prospects, principles of human priorities, humanization and nature-compatibility. Meanwhile, it is necessary to create simulated systems flexible, dynamic, so that during the implementation of a given process they are capable of restructuring, changing, complicating or simplifying by the principle of self-development of simulated systems [6].

For an incomplete empirical picture of the investigated phenomenon or object which is incomprehensible in details, modelling as a cognition method has a particular importance. The main modelling advantages are the synthesis of knowledge about this object and the definition of the important for its study parties.

The essence of the modelling scientific method is the formation of analogies, the correspondence of one object to another from certain positions. On this base, a simple structural object is displayed in a more complex object which allows by analogy to transfer data to the original from the model.

Modelling is a research method that is currently widely used in various scientific fields. Modelling is meant the reproduction of the characteristics of some object on another object specially created for studying them [6].

According to scientists, the formation of simplified models of the system is an effective means of checking the reliability and integrity of theoretical concepts in various fields of knowledge.

Modelling is applied research since it focuses on the practical use of results and simultaneously is a connecting element of pedagogical theory and practice.

The main goal of competency modelling is to provide arguments for adjusting the educational process. The student’s competency model enables precise orientation, denotes clear guidelines for the formative processes of preparing graduates for professional activities.

The model sets such characteristics of business activity, the implementation of which in the educational process will provide the necessary level of competence of the graduate [7].

A model is an idealized concept of correspondence to a real object of research [8]. The presence of a partial similarity relationship allows using the model as a substitute or representative of the system under study. Science has already proved that a well-constructed model has a highly attractive property: its study provides some new knowledge about the original object.

Based on these principles, V.S. Bezrukova proposes the following procedure for creating a model that guides us in our work.

### 3 Survey Results Analysis

The procedure for modelling a pedagogical object, according to V.S. Bezrukova:
Stage 1 (Preparatory work): Analysis of the modelling object; Choice of model shape; Theoretical basis of modelling; Methodological support; Spatial and temporal support; Logistics support; Legal support of modelling.

Stage 2 (Model Development): Choice of a system-forming factor; Establishing relationships and dependencies of components; Writing a document.

Stage 3 (Model Quality Check): Theoretical experimentation of the model; Expert review; Adjustment; Deciding about use.

We took a conditional structural model as the basis for modelling the specialist’s competency model, which, according to S.I. Arkhangelsky, expresses one or another assumption about the internal structure and connections of the studied object, manifested in the observed facts. Our model represents the subject of research as a system of relations. The basis for the construction of the model is the structure of the object, which meets the purpose of construction and reflects the essential aspects and signs of preparing Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering for professional activities [9].

Two models are reflected in scientific works: static and dynamic. Characterizing an object only at a specific moment, the static model is its mould, section in the process of cognition. Therefore, every process is interpreted as to its fragments since both the initial state and the result remain unknown [10].

As for the dynamic model, its essence lies in clarifying the interdependencies between the goals of the formation of all components of the model at a certain time point and establishing a specific sequence of neoplasms as well as changes in them. A similar model serves to orient the process, determine its specific goals and ways to achieve them [11, 12].

Nevertheless, the literature notes the impossibility of creating an accurate statistical model in pedagogy because the pedagogical activity is a creative process and interaction of people, individuals requiring specific approaches and methods of influence.

4 Conclusion

A theoretical and empirical summary of the problems range of this study made it possible to develop a model and highlight the main structural components in it [13].

In the process of modelling and development, we used competency-based and systematic approaches. Such trends in Russian education as the need to form a new type of competence in the human resources of Russian society, improve the quality of specialists training, prospects for the free integration of specialists in the socio-cultural and economic space of modern Russia and the near and far abroad countries, into the international system of labour division, the formation of conditions for expanding access to educational services market created a special educational context requiring the use of competency-based approach for modelling [14, 15].

The competency-based approach determines the most important methodological guidelines for the organization of didactic and methodological support for the educational process of developing competencies among students as a system that presents opportunities for solving the problem [16].
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